
a small contribution to make life happy 

mmBelleriveVD

a short summary after ten month of researches

the association mmBelleriveVD (maison de maître à Bellerive VD) will buy this residence and look 
for life and good vibes in this place. 

There shall be flats, stores, places for studies. The small parc, the chapel, the location itself is calm, 
with an own source, some place for gardening and place for workshops. An important pillar of the 
business on place will be the kitchen, another one the place for further education offers (arts, 
management, politics, international relationship). The whole place is following the UNESCO ideas 
of developpment, education and respect for each other. The store, the business take care about local 
interests and will be guided of people who are living in the house itself or in the neighbourhough.
As this place was for hundert years the possibility for old people to live their last days at this nice 
place and then to die. So this future community will be a humble place, working mostly quiet and 
happy minded that this place will be a source for happines, humour, respect and a deep optimistic 
look to the future without forget  the huges challenges of our time. But only with hopefull visions 
we will contribute to good questions that will find meaningfull solutions. 
With this target the association mmBelleriveVDtakes care that the renovation of the place is 
managed with material of high quality but although it's important that all constructions – for rooms, 
for business and social network – has to be in this mood of respect and dignity. 
The founder and initiator of this association is working since more than 30 years in education, 
including more than 20 years in a boarding school for children with behavioral problems. 
(www.schloessli-ins.ch)
The house will shine with clairity and calm, lounge, guest rooms, the hammam, the water (designed 
and selled in stores all over the country), the researches to questions of water and all neighbouring 
areas – movement, danse, changin society, but allthough old young cultures with her possibility of 
making life good, hopefull and beautiful. Any retreat in this house will give the guest security and a 
hopefull regard to his own life and the time to come.
Any communities like Findhorn community in Schottland, like Sekem in Egypt,  any association 
who looks for indiviual support is our idol-with all high thinking we dont' want forget the daily life 
and mantain the relationship to the genius loci. 
Buildings services, heating, water supply, but although the businessplan and the management shall 
be at the top of actuel knowledge. Quality in every areas is basically demanded. So this project is 
not only a social project, but althouh an art and technic - project.
On www.giessereins.ch and on the blog www.mmBellerive.com you find more informations about 
our plans.

Follow on https://twitter.com/mmBelleriveVD
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